We understand that when you invest your time, energy, and money in a program, you want it to be the
best available, easily sustainable for your department, and backed by experts in that field. The following
points will help you better understand who we are and how we can offer a Certified Segway Training
Program on a national level.

We are Segway PT Experts.
Our top people have been trained by Segway Inc. at their corporate offices in New Hampshire. We not
only have a comprehensive understanding of the elements involved in riding the Segway PT, but in how
and why it functions as well. Segway Inc. was so confident in our ability to understand and troubleshoot
service issues that we managed the afterhours service calls for them during a trial project when they
sold Segway PT units through Best Buy.
Each of us has logged countless hours on the Segway PT in a myriad of situations and conditions. The
knowledge that comes with such experience coupled with extensive service understanding is reflected in
the high quality of our StreetSmart Certified Segway Training Program.

We are Risk Management Experts.
Our sister company has grown to be the largest independent risk management company in America
devoted exclusively to loss prevention for vehicle rental companies. For over 18 years, we have
consulted and trained major car rental franchisees such as Hertz, Avis, National, and Thrifty to help
eliminate future losses.
We have brought this proficiency to the StreetSmart Certified Segway Training Program to help you
minimize liability, reduce risk, and protect your department.

We are Training Experts.
Bringing the combined talents of our risk management trainers along with the experience of a past EMS
Training Officer, we have created a program solidly built on correct principles in a program that is
interactive, comprehensive, and designed to meet the needs of the public safety sector now and over
time. Through the years we have provided initial orientation training at national and international trade
shows where we allowed attendees to experience the Segway PT. We have learned through the
thousands we have taught, the very best methods to instruct riders which promote the greatest chance
for understanding and success.
In the early days, we took this program to the chiefs and captains who were using our StreetSmart
components on their Segway PTs. They spent valuable time and energy with us talking through
situations and needs and explaining the inner workings of city governments, both large and small. With
their important feedback, we have honed the StreetSmart Certified Segway Training Program to be the
very best certification program offered for the Segway PT.
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